
  

77017 PLATO
The Plato accent chair is a captivating and contemporary
accent chair. An ideal complement to an urban aesthetic,
the Plato chair features a unique swivel base with a
stunning chrome pedestal and rich Espresso wood base.
The geometric form of the Plato chair is foam-filled and
cradles the body while seated. Give your room a
contemporary style, this compact accent chair upholsters
beautifully and nicely accommodates a variety of fabric
and leather options. The toss pillow option is available in
fabric only.

FEATURES
Features: Elegant espresso base with a chrome
pedestal, Single top stitching for a clean and tailored
finish (on leather and select fabrics)
Cover: All Palliser Fabrics, All Palliser Leathers
Frame Construction: The majority of Palliser frames are
constructed from engineered wood products, hardwood
or softwood; joints are pinned and glued for uniformity
and strength.
Cushions: Attached seat cushions feature a high-
resiliency, high density foam core with a polyester wrap,
Tight back cushions feature a high-quality foam core
with a polyester wrap
Suspension: Back suspension features 100% premium
elastic webbing to provide consistent comfort and
support, Seat suspension features interwoven 100%
premium elastic webbing, engineered to provide
consistent comfort and endurance

Visit all available options at PALLISER.COM



77017 PLATO

A. Seat Depth: N/A B. Seat Height: N/A
C. Arm Height: N/A D. Arm Depth: N/A
E. Seat Back Height: N/A F. Width of Arm: N/A

33 Swivel Chair
96 Chair w/ Two 16" Pillo
32 x 34 x 34"
81 x 86 x 87cm
IA: 21" / 53cm

Measurements displayed here represent the standard for this series. Some pieces may vary.

Dimensions are the same for reverse direction where applicable.

Specifications are correct at time of printing and are subject to change
without notice.
LHF = left hand facing means the “end arm” is on the LEFT HAND SIDE
of the upholstered piece when you are standing in front of the piece.
RHF = right hand facing means the “end arm” is on the RIGHT HAND
SIDE of the upholstered piece when you are standing in front of the piece.
Actual measurements for each item may vary from what is shown here.
Please allow up to a +/- 1 inch difference.
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